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1/5 Let it snow - 03 - a set of cards
A set of contemporary holiday cards featuring two snowmans enjoying the beautiful winter scenes.

 
Solution

Using simple shapes and familiar
motifs, this set of 5 holidays cards
tells a story of two snowman
experiencing the joy of winter. Their
figures are intentionally undefined -
they could be a couple in love, two
friends or a parent and child - the
interpretation works on multiple
levels!

They're starring in wonder at the
snowflakes that almost look like a
New Year's eve fireworks, a closeup
reveals a warm smile, while the next
scene takes us on a gentle
landscape where our two
protagonists are sharing a hug and
catching some snowflakes. But
wait, there's a decorated tree
nearby! Finally, the set ends with a
classically decorated pine tree, full
of baubles and candy with a big star
on top. Some houses are seen in the
background with a single light
shining, probably a child who can't
wait to open the presents...

The flexibility of scenes means that
the cards can easily be customized
or expanded further based upon the
client's needs. For example, the two
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2/5 Let it snow - 03 - a set of cards
A set of contemporary holiday cards featuring two snowmans enjoying the beautiful winter scenes.

Which theme did you chose for your card design?

A combination of nature, snowman, snowflakes and holiday decorations
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3/5 Let it snow - 03 - a set of cards
A set of contemporary holiday cards featuring two snowmans enjoying the beautiful winter scenes.

Does your card design appeal both to private and corporate users?

The use of clean, simple shapes and familiar winter holiday motifs in combination with
contemporary color shades, would look great signed by a family friend as well as a major
business CEO. The approach is reminiscent of children's color-books, but modern in execution.
The relaxed and happy atmosphere, as well as the snowman figures that can represent both
partnership, friendship, parenthood or love, all work together to create a universally applicable
holiday card set
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4/5 Let it snow - 03 - a set of cards
A set of contemporary holiday cards featuring two snowmans enjoying the beautiful winter scenes.

Are all parts of the design 100% your original work or did you use any stock or third
party material? If yes, please link all stock, fonts and Creative Commons material
here:

All of the material used in designing the cards was created by me.
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A set of contemporary holiday cards featuring two snowmans enjoying the beautiful winter scenes.
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Creative's profile

Drazen Stojcic
Photographer / designer
Osijek, Croatia

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Illustration, Photography, Product Design
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